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On November 24-25, 2017 a capacity-building event was held. Its purpose was to equip faith-based 
campuses and their constituent partners to collaborate on community-based research. It included:

• Keynote presentations from leading experts;

• Panel discussions by denominational, interdenominational and campus leaders;

• Skill-building workshops to give practical tips;

• Learning exchanges to share promising practices; and

• Networking platforms to develop future research collaborations.

The event was funded by Stronger Philanthropy. Crandall University was the lead partner together 
with Christian Higher Education Canada (CHEC), and with the expertise of the Centre for Community 
Based Research (CCBR). 

Members of the planning committee included: Sam Reimer, Crandall University; Justin Cooper, Christian Higher Education Canada; 
Paul Heidebrecht, Conrad Grebel University College; Joel Thiessen, Ambrose University; Ron Kuipers, Institute for Christian Studies; 
Michael Wilkinson, Trinity Western University; James Watson, The Salvation Army; Mark Chapman, Tyndale University College & 
Seminary; James Cresswell, Ambrose University; Rich Janzen and Joanna Ochocka, Centre for Community Based Research.
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1. Day 1 Keynote Notes

Justin Cooper presented on why CBR is important and urged 
all to see CBR as having deep significance for the Christian 
scholarly vocation.

Joanna Ochocka and Rich Janzen gave an overview of CBR, 
unpacking its hallmarks, functions and phases, while 
suggesting that CBR can help us see how God dwells in the 
midst of people, especially those suffering.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_69d356b6888d4f4190476c598a3d99b3.pdf


2. Panel Discussion: Reflections on CBR in Practice: 
Pitfalls & Successes

James Watson, Mark Chapman, Natalia Khanenko-Friesen, 
Ron Kuipers, and Sam Reimer shared about their experiences 
in academia and in the not-for-profit sector.  The group 
reflected on experiences that went well and experiences that 
we can learn from. 



3. Workshop: Applying for Research Funding

Joanna Ochocka and Rich Janzen discussed the Centre for 
Community Based Research model and gave an overview of

(1) different strategies (reactive and proactive)

(2) Developing research projects (juggling three balls, tips)

(3) Targeting potential funding sources (non-academic and 
academic)

Eric Bastien and his team at SSHRC joined via teleconference.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_293ec34f38d84125842e93b52119142e.pdf


4. Workshop: Creative Knowledge Mobilization (KM)

Joel Thiessen discussed his experience with the Flourishing 
Congregations Institute where track for KM were laid using 
interviews with focus groups, creating a partnership council, 
and hiring a communications person.

Ron Kuipers shared about research that moves people, 
specifically the Justice and Faith project. He showed clips of a 
one-act play that was developed based on the research 
findings.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_f608b6d730fb4217af988c21f9d83c94.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_d77b1a7f10c54e8eba14403ac1104f4f.pdf


5. Workshop: Ethics in CBR

Katelyn Godin from the Community Research Ethics 
Office (CREO) went over research ethics, principles, and 
guidelines and how to apply them. She shared about 
CREO and how research can be supported by CREO.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_48cf44bd69eb4e81a19bcc2a787dea75.pdf


6. Workshop: Engaging Students in CBR

Mark Chapman, Jim Cresswell, and Michael Wilkinson 
presented about looking, thinking (theory, methods, 
theology), and taking action towards student 
empowerment and socially constructed knowledge. 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_70df63183f394176b32925fe9ad31993.pdf


7. Day 2 Keynote Notes
Sam Reimer opened the day with a reflective summary 

of Day 1.
Martin Taylor presented about advancing community 

engaged research and about promoting excellence in 
CBR through Community Based Research Canada.

Wendy Fletcher shared about power and CBR and 
highlighted her experience with the Mush Hole 
Documentary Project.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_e41c08e7b72644fd99490433568c7de7.pdf


8. Panel Discussion: Building Partnerships for CBR

Aileen van Ginkel, John Pellowe, Peter Noteboom, and 
Marilyn Malton discussed their experiences with 
building partnerships for CBR including barriers and 
relationship practices.  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_099b78ae1abf498ca1c65b3c61f9ed7c.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/ddda28_f0149fded05142759367b15abcee39c2.pdf


9. Round Table Discussion & Learning Exchange
This time of co-learning explored the definition of community and considered the 
idea of community being a shared concern.  There was also discussion about 
whether there are places where CBR is less appropriate and about how CBR could 
be used for interfaith conversations.

Table groups brainstormed potential ideas for future research projects (see next 
slide).

Next steps included: identifying key questions/problem areas that people can work 
together on, ideas to create a website, newsletter, and to join Community Based 
Research Canada. 



10. Research Ideas
• Theological underpinnings for CBR
• Leadership well-being and 

perseverance
• Congregations engaging 

neighborhoods impact
• KAIROS blanket exercise: Impact & next 

steps
• Impact of climate change in Arctic as 

spiritual resource (ArcticNet)
• Violence against women – VORP/RJ 

models?
• Is this supportive housing program 

improving the quality of life of 
tenants? 

• Impact of social media on social justice
• Church’s role in under or over serving 

community and empowerment
• Practices and indicators of 

accountability to indigenous peoples
• Cross social boundaries/divides

• Existing CU partnership to engage 
students in CBR (faith dimensions)

• Urban and suburban church context 
(impact of transitions, implications for 
engagement)

• Missing pieces of social infrastructure
• Alternative love languages (Asian-

American)
• Anti-poverty Plan (what does it do to 

address? How?)
• Synthetic biology
• Discuss nuclear weapons
• Religious freedoms, pluralism and 

theological education
• Inter-cultural leadership and learning 

when disagreement/diversity
• OFN Baptists (Vol. 4 of the Canadian 

Baptist Historical Society)
• New church structures

• Redesigning teaching of research 
methods and their practice by 
students

• Research Hub Tyndale Intercultural 
Ministry Centre and Jaffray Centre 
(professors, students, mission leaders 
developing and collaborating on 
research projects. 

• Refugee outcomes
• Bridging the divide informing broader 

social discourse
• Canadian Interfaith Relations Centre 

for Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE)



10. Evaluation Results
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10. Evaluation Results
The most valuable piece of the capacity-building event was (quotes from evaluation forms):

• “Hearing examples of CBR. Good guest 
speakers.”

• “Meeting people. Need another event.”
• “Forming community.”
• “People. Small enough to meet and talk. 

Breaks “very important - good to have them 
long enough. ”

• “networking and outreach from CCRB.  The 
organization was excellent. ”

• “Bridging worlds of 
university/church/agency

• “The networking.”

• “I have gained a deeper understanding of 
the potential value of CBR for my 
organization, and a network of folks to 
pursue questions and projects within.”

• “Definitely built capacity!”
• “The networking and synergies about ways 

we can work together. Really appreciate this 
event. Please do it again!”

• “Opportunity to learn basics of CBR, to see 
tangible examples, and to consider possible 
ways to use CBR moving forward.”
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